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TWO MILLION PEOPLE ARE KILLED at work
around the world every year. This is

greater than the numbers killed in wars,
by AIDS, or by alcohol and drugs.

Workers’ Memorial Day, 28 April, is
commemorated in nearly 100 countries,
under the slogan: ‘Remember the dead,
and fight for the living.’ The theme this
year is corporate accountability. Why?

There have been several big disasters,
resulting in death and injury to workers
and members of the public, but none of
the companies or their directors have
been successfully prosecuted for
manslaughter. We know of all too many
examples in our own industries:
Ladbroke Grove, Hatfield, Potters Bar ...

Away from the headline-grabbing
slaughter, four P-way workers each
year are killed with little fuss made.

The Health and Safety Executive
(HSE) says at least 70% of work-related
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DEFEND GLENROY WATSON

GLENROY WATSON has been
reduced from T/Op to SA for a

year over an incident that would
usually get you a word in the ear.

This amounts to a ‘fine’ of a grand
a month! Most people can see this
for what it is: they know that this
would not have happened had
Glenroy not been a prominent union
rep and activist.

His RMT branch is urging the
union to build for action across the
Underground to demand an end to
this victimisation. An injury to one
union activist is an injury to us all.
Glenroy deserves all our support.
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deaths are preventable. There is a
widespread feeling that companies get
away with murder.
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ON 8 APRIL, THE PUBLIC-PRIVATE

PARTNERSHIP (PPP) for London
Underground was brought in. Some of
the companies responsible for
workplace deaths - who have already
killed railway workers and passengers
- have been allowed to take over the
infrastructure.

Everyone knows the service will
suffer, and people will be hurt and
killed. But this Government ignored all
the evidence, all the crashes and
incidents, all the public opposition.
‘Business opinion’ - behind-the-scenes
lobbying by the companies which stand
to make big profits out of this fiasco -
means much more to them than public
opinion.

But public opinion alone never made
a government back down. That is only
ever achieved by a labour movement
campaign that mobilises our power as
effectively as possible. So we have to
ask ourselves why we did not manage
to stop PPP.

What did we do right, and where did
we go wrong? Why are we still divided
into three separate unions? Should rank-
and-file members have more control
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We want one democratic, fighting
union for all railworkers. We reject

artificial divisions between
workers of different grades. We

oppose racism, sexism,
homophobia and all prejudice that

divides us. Only our bosses
benefit from a divided workforce.

over our campaigns or should we keep
on leaving it to union head offices?

Sometimes, union officials keen to
avoid criticism appeal to us to just put
past failures behind us and more on. Yes,
we should move on to fighting for the
Tube to be brought back into public
ownership. But we can do so effectively
only if we learn from previous mistakes.
Because if we don’t, we are doomed to
repeat them.

The next issue of Tubeworker will
include a more in-depth look at the fight
against PPP. You are welcome to
contribute your comments.



IN THE SH*T PART I
 A blocked sewage pipe caused a stink at
Baker Street offices recently. The first
and second floors stank of poo, but staff
continued working. Most are not in a
union, many are temps, some managers,
and there is no health and safety rep.

Office workers should take note:
better-organised staff on the operational
side would not tolerate such conditions
- and neither should you. Get organised!

IN THE SH*T PART 2
Due to refurbishment at Hammersmith
H&C station, there are temporary
toilets. Just a shame they are so horrid,
with water leaking over the floor.

Naturally, management did not
consult the health and safety reps. So if
drivers need to have more PNRs at
Edgware Road becuase of this, then we
know whose fault it is ... management’s.

IN THE SH*T PART III
Stinky stuff is pouring into a sump at
Bond Street, making it so unbearable
that station staff are refusing to work.

Metronet say it’s Seeboard’s problem;
Seeboard say it’s Metronet’s. We reckon
it proves that PPP is pants.

BYE BYE BULLY
We hear that Earl’s Court station staff
hung out the bunting when their GSM
was stood down, accused of harrassing
people who work for him. We trust that
his DB will kick him out for good, and
that LUL will not allow a cover-up.

Then maybe we can move on to
driving out all the other bullies in
managers’ uniforms.

STICKY SITUATION
Whilst the Central Line was out,
trackside bill posters spilled some glue
at Tottenham Court Road. When the
trains ran through again, the glue started
smoking and the service was suspended.
Then the arguments started. Whose job
was it to clear up the glue? BCV? After
all, it was the Central Line. JNP? TCR is
one of their stations. LUL?

Welcome to the farce of PPP. The next
train will be along as soon as we work
out who is responsible for what.

SENIORITY JOKE
Did you hear the one about the recent
change so that T/Ops now get rostered
on the basis of depot seniority? What’s
the result? How about the situation at
Edgware road, where a new (to the
depot) driver with 26 years seniority is

at the bottom of the pool, while DROPs
with six months seniority get rostered.
What a joke.

God knows why any union rep would
think this is a good idea, but it seems
the functional council does.

SICK IDEAS (AGAIN)
Further to our report in the last issue, we
can tell you another of LUL’s bright
ideas for improving attendance on the
trains. They are thinking of copying
Wandsworth - we take this to mean the
Council’s attempt to introduce a policy
where if you go sick, you lose it off your
Annual Leave entitlement.

No way! We are entitled to time off
when we are ill and for holidays. We
don’t need more clampdowns, we need
proper rights when we are ill - for a start,
medically-certificated sickness should
not count against you.

HOT, CROSS PASSENGERS
Easter came and went, but the Central
Line was still running only 41 of 77
trains after the holiday was over.
Perhaps those self-congratulatory
leaflets about the service coming back
early were somewhat premature.

LUL may be left with egg on its face
- but frontline staff cold be left with a
smack in the face if the passengers
carry on getting messed about like this.

HERE COMES THE WEEKEND
The end of the engineering works at
King’s Cross is in sight, causing worry
for H&C drivers. Why? The prospect of
having to do our usual Saturday and
Sunday turns instead of the special
working.

It just shows that if our usual weekend
turns had decent stepbacks, bits of DMI
etc, what a difference it would make.

Are you a Clever Dick or a Silly Billy?

This week’s brain-teaser for managers ...

Do passengers customers really give a monkeys
about:
(a) staff smoking outside stations?
(b) the state of your fingernails?
(c) how much deodorant you use?
(d) trains running on time without falling off the rails?

First prize: a trip to a posh hotel with the
management team of your choice.

Tubeworkers need a 4-day 32-hour week NOW!

Supposedly, we work longer hours and
have worse turms at the weekend so as
to get more weekend rest days. But it
seems like we get the crap turns without
the extra Saturdays and Sundays off.

PAY CLAIM?
Anyone seen it? Last year’s, that is - let
alone this year’s! Whilst we wait to see
when Not-Very-Red-Any-More Ken
will take over, we are pleased to see
that RMT’s claim calls for a 4-day, 32-
hour week, a demand that Tubeworker
has championed for some time.

It’s quite simple: we should have two
days off like most workers do, plus
another one to compensate for
shiftwork and anti-social hours.

SUPPORT IRAQI WORKERS
The US troops in Baghdad could not
protect the hospitals from looting.
Nor the museums, nor the ministries
of education, industry, trade? Oh no.
They kept just two ministries intact -
the Ministry of the Interior, and, of
course, the Ministry of Oil.

It is a matter of priorities - and of
the mentality of conquerors.

As one writer put it in the Inde-
pendent, “American forces... appear to
have believed that hostility to...
Saddam by Iraqis automatically
implied they were pro-American”.
Not so at all. Already ‘no to Saddam,
no to Bush’ protests have started.

For now they are dominated by
Islamic fundamentalists, who promise
nothing good for Iraq’s workers. But,
with Saddam gone, Iraqi workers can
start organising their own trade
unions and political parties. They
need our support.


